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NCSC TM 550-90

INTRODUCTION

This is a User's Manual for the computer program DYNTOCABS (DYNamic analysis of
TOwed CABle Systems). The program is designed for analysis of the three-dimensional
steady-state configurations and linear and nonlinear dynamics of submerged and partially
submerged towed systems. The system may consist of a single towing cable or a branched
system of cables. Each cable branch is usually terminated with a towed sphere or towed vehicle,
but this is not a requirement. Figure 1 shows an illustration of a typical towed system. The
system can, of course, be much simpler than that shown in Figure 1. For example, it could
consist of a single cable segment such as a buoy- or balloon-mooring as depicted in Figure 2.

This manual provides instruction for using DYNTOCABS to study these cable systems. It
also provides sample input and output data. The language of DYNTOCABS is FORTRAN; all
input data are accepted in free-format.

CAPABILITIES OF DYNTOCABS

DYNTOCABS is designed to perform three basic types of analysis: 1) a steady-state
analysis, 2) a linear dynamic time-domain analysis, and 3) a nonlinear dynamic time-domain
analysis. Options are also available that allow execution to begin with a steady-state analysis
and continue with either of the dynamic analyses. For a steady-state analysis, the program
requires the following: (1) the physical data of the towing cables (weight, buoyancy, diameter,
length, etc.) and towed vehicles (weight, length, volume, inertia properties, mass-center location,
etc.); (2) the connectivity of the system's branches; (3) the fluid properties; and (4) the motion of
the towed end of the cable (steady forward motion or circular turn). DYNTOCABS then
calculates the steady-state configuration of the towed system. In addition to items (1)-(3) above,
a dynamic analysis requires the motion of the towed end of the cable (steady or unsteady) and
the initial configuration of the system. It then computes the kinematics (position, velocity, and
acceleration) of the towed system and the cable forces at a set of discrete times over some
prescribed time interval.

DYNTOCABS provides the user with the following options:

1. Steady-state and linear and nonlinear time domain analyses may be chosen.

2. Towed vehicles may be included with or without closed-loop control laws or
open-loop inputs.

3. Long nonlinear dynamic analysis runs may be restarted from the finishing time of

an earlier execution.

4. Either US Customary or metric units may be used.

5. Fluid forces may be applied to the cable system. These forces include:

a. Normal drag forces
b. Tangential drag forces
c. Side (or lift) forces
d. Buoyancy forces

These forces may be partially or totally neglected by the user.

1
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6. Cable drag forces may be calculated using velocity dependent normal and
tangential drag coefficients or by using empirically-determined loading functions.

7. Gravitational forces may be included or neglected.

8. Point loads may be located along the cable.

9. The towed system may be immersed in two fluid media - normally air and water.

10. The fluid media may be given a uniform "stream" velocity.

11. The tow point of the towed system may have arbitrary motion relative to the
ship. The ship itself may have arbitrary horizontal plane motion.

In addition to the above options, the user may select numerical integration parameters and
certain output options.

THEORETICAL BASIS OF DYNTOCABS

The cables in the towed system are modelled by a series of cylindrical links connected in a
chain with frictionless spherical joints to simulate a flexible cable. Figure 3 depicts such a
model. The masses and fluid and gravitational loads are assumed to be uniformly distributed
over each link. These masses and loads are then halved and lumped at the connecting joints.
Hence, the links are two-force members, carrying forces only along their length. The spherical
towed bodies are assumed to be concentrated masses coincident with the lumped mass of the
connecting cable link. The more general towed vehicles are three-dimensional bodies with mass
and inertia. They are connected to their adjacent cable links by frictionless spherical joints at
some reference point of the vehicle that need not be located at its mass center.

The model of Figure 3 is a lumped-mass, finite-segment model of the cable. References 1
through 3 provide the specific technical details required to formulate the equations of motion of
these types of systems. This methodology has shown to yield results quite similar to those
provided by the methodology presented in reference 4, but with a substantial increase in
execution speed.

The fluid forces on the system are computed using procedures similar to those outlined in
references 3 through 12. These include normal and tangential drag forces and side forces for
cable links, general hydrodynamic forces for towed vehicles (drag and added mass, based on a
set of hydrodynamic coefficients), and buoyancy forces. As previously stated, the cable loads
are represented by forces at the connecting joints of the system; the vehicle loads are represented
ny forces passing through the mass centers of the vehicles together with couples.

Finally, the governing equations are solved using either a fixed-step predictor-corrector or
a fourth-order fixed-step Runge-Kutta numerical integration algorithm. DYNTOCABS is
written, however, so that other numerical integrators may be implemented.

2
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

The terminology used in DYNTOCABS is defined in this section. These definitions are
useful in understanding the input requirements. Bold print is used to further identify terms of
interest.

1. TOWED SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 4 shows a finite-segment towed system model. It consists of cable links, towed
vehicles, and towed spheres connected in a tree-like fashion such that no closed loops are
formed.

2. CABLE LINK

A cable link is an individual member of a towed system model (aside from towed
vehicles and spheres). A cable link is rigid and is connected to adjacent links and the towed
vehicles by frictionless spherical joints.

3. REFERENCE LINK AND REFERENCE POINTS

The uppermost link of the towed system model is called the system reference link as
shown in Figure 5. The lower end of the system reference link is called the system reference
point Q. In a typical dynamic configuration of the system, Q is given a prescribed motion
relative to the mean ship frame (see (7) below).

Also, each of the links and the towed vehicles of the towed system model has its own
reference point. For the system reference link, it is Q the system reference point. For any other
link L, it is QK the joint location at the lower end of the link. For any towed vehicle V, it is QV
the joint location at the cable attach point. See Figure 5.

4. TOWED VEHICLES

DYNTOCABS has the provisions for handling many typical towed bodies at the ends of
the branches of the cable system. DYNTOCABS refers to these as towed vehicles. These
vehicles are connected to their adjacent cable links by a frictionless spherical joint at the
reference point of the body. Neither this reference point, the center of buoyancy, nor the
hydrodynamic center of the vehicle need be located at its mass center. These vehicles may only
be located at the ends of the cable branches.

5. TOWED SPHERES

A towed sphere may be located at any of the connecting joints of the towed system model.
Each sphere is considered to be a point source of mass and fluid force; the fluid force is
determined from the diameter of the sphere.

3
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6. BODY CONNECTION ARRAY

Cable links, towed vehicles, and towed spheres are all referred to as bodies of the towed
system model. Corresponding to each body in the system is a unique lower link. This link is
defined as the link next in line on the shortest path from that body (along the system's links) to
the system reference point. (As this statement suggests, towed spheres are never considered to
be lower bodies, even when they are located at intermediate joints within the system.)
Corresponding to each link in the model there may also be upper bodies. These upper bodies are
defined by moving outward along the model's bodies from the system's reference point to the
ends of its branches. The upper bodies of each link are those next in line on these "outward"
paths. A link has multiple upper bodies when it precedes a branch point or sphere on these paths
and has no upper bodies when it is located at the end of a branch.

The configuration of the towed system model and the arrangement of its branches can be
described by a body connection array. To develop this array, let the bodies of the system be
numbered as follows: First, let the system reference link be called link 1. Next, number the
remaining links, towed spheres, and towed vehicles in ascending progression away from link 1
through the branches of the system; let the mean ship frame be body 0. Figure 6 illustrates this
numbering procedure for the cable system of Figures 4 and 5.

Using this numbering scheme, each body is associated with a lower link having a lower
body number, this link is called the lower numbered link. The array listing the lower numbered
links is called the body connection array. For the system shown in Figure 6, this array is:

Link/Sphere/

Towed Vehicle: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Body Connection
Array: 0 1 2 3 4 5 2 7 8 9 10 11 9 13

Note that the connectivity of the system can be constructed once the body connection array is
known. That is, there is an equivalence between the towed system model connectivity and the
body connection array.

7. MEAN SHIP FRAME, INERTIAL FRAME, AND COORDINATE SYSTEMS

In DYNTOCABS, the system reference point Q at the lower end of the system reference
link may be given arbitrary prescribed motion relative to the mean ship frame, which itself may
be given a prescribed motion relative to an inertial reference frame. This is depicted in Figure
7. The mean ship frame is assumed to be rigidly attached to a towing vessel, such as a ship or a
helicopter.

Coordinate systems are associated with both the mean ship frame and the inertial frame. In
the mean ship frame, the X, direction is forward, the Y, direction is starboard, and the Z,
direction is downward. The mean ship frame is assumed to move in a horizontal plane relative to
the inertial frame; its position (relative to the inertial frame) is given by the X and Y coordinates
of its origin and its orientation is given by a single turning angle Wq measured as positive when
the ship is in a starboard turn. The system reference point Q may have arbitrary motion relative
to the mean ship frame.

Finally, DYNTOCABS has the option of locating the fluid interface (or water level) at any
distance h below (or above, if h is negative) the mean ship frame.

4
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8. ACCELERATION PROFILES

In a nonlinear time-domain analysis, the specification of :he motion of the system
reference point Q relative to the mean ship frame and the motion of the mean ship frame relative
to the inertial frame (Figure 7) may be accomplished either by using an acceleration profile,
described here, or by using a precoded function, described below.

An acceleration profile is simply a set of data points representing the coordinates of
selected points of an acceleration-time curve. Such coordinates may bt obtained from the graph
of the acceleration function.

DYNTOCABS has the capab9;.ty of accepting as many as 25 data po'nts from such an
acceleration curve. A piecewise linear approximation is then made of the acceleration function.
For example, consider the acceleration function approximation shown in Figure 8. The
acceleration, velocity, and displacement during the i*b time interval are then:

I a (t-)\ til-ti (t)

v~va,(1t+l ( ai~k -ai ](t - o
2

ti i,-t, )
1 _t)~(a , 1 -a')

d =d +vj(t-tj)+ 2 ai(t - I ,-ti (t - ti,
2 6(rjj-j

where aj, v,, d,, and t, are the acceleration, velocity, displacement, and time at the beginning of

the i' interval. Thus, the entire kinematic profile (displacement, velocity, and acceleration) i3
known when the a, are given, and when v, and d,, the initial velocity and displacement (at time

t,), are given.

9. PRECODED FUNCTIONS

Depending on the analysis being performed, DYNTOCABS requires the user to specify
motions of the system as a function of time. If they take on a relatively simple form, it may be
convenient to describe the motion using a precoded function. DYNTOCABS provides the user
with two different precoded functions for this purpose. The first may be used to describe the
displacement of the system reference point Q relative to the mean ship frame (See (7) above); it
has the following form:

f =fo + Ae" cos(pt + 0) tanh(mr)

where f0, A, b, p, 0, and m are user supplied constants. Note, for example, that this function can

be used to provide a constant value and decaying, sinusoidal values. The second form of the
precoded function is used to describe the motion of the mean ship frame (See (7) above) and
commanded variable inputs in the closed-loop control law (See (20) below); it has the form:

f =fo+Ae" cos(pt +,)

5
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This function is similar to that function described above, except that it does not employ the
hyperbolic tangent function.

10. FLUID VELOCITIES

DYNTOCABS also has the provision of allowing each of the fluids to have a uniform
(constant in time and space) stream velocity. The default condition is zero velocity for both
fluids; the default fluids are air and water.

11. LINK ORIENTATION ANGLES

The orientation of cable link is described relative to the mean ship frame. Specifically, it is
defined by two successive right-handed (or dextral) rotations about link fixed axes. First, let x,
y, and z represent coordinate axes fixed in the link such that x aligns with the axis of the link.
Also, let x, y, and z be initially aligned with the X, Y, and Z axes of the mean ship frame. The
link can now be oriented relative to the mean ship frame by two successive right-handed (or
dextral) rotations through angles 3 downward about the y (or Y) axis and y outward about the z
(or Z') axis. Positive 03 and yrotations are shown in Figure 9.

12. TOWED VEHICLE ORIENTATION ANGLES

The orientation of a towed vehicle is also described relative to the mean ship frame. Let
x, y, and z represent coordinate axes located at the mass-center of the vehicle, such that x points
forward (the axial direction), y starboard (the lateral direction), and z downward (the normal
direction)"'. Also, let these axes initially align with the X, Y, and Z axes of the mean ship frame.
The orientation of the vehicle relative to the mean ship frame is now given by three successive
rotations (in a right-handed or dextral sense) tb igh angles y, 0, and a about the vehicle-fixed z,
y, and x axes, respectively. These angular rot" ions are shown in Figure 10.

13. INITIAL CABLE AND TOWED VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

The initial configuration of the cable system oefore the equations of motion are integraied
depends upon the initial values of the orientation angles of the cable links and towed vehicles.
For example, if the initial values of all the orientation angles are zero, the initial configuration
of a single branched towed system model with a towed vehicle would be as shown in Figure 11.

14. LINK WEIGHT, BUOYANCY, LENGTH. AND DIAMETER

The physical parameters needed by DYNTOCABS to describe the cable links are the
weight per unit length (weight density), the buoyant force per unit length, the link length, and
the link diameter. These parameters may b. different for each cable link; that is. the cable need
not be uniform in its physical properties.

15. TOWED SPHERE PHYSICAL DATA

In addition to the link physical parameters, DYNTOCABS requires the physical
parameters of the towed spheres. These are simply the sphere weights and diameters.

6
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16. TOWED VEHICLE PHYSICAL DATA

The physical data needed by DYNTOCABS to describe the towed vehicles is somewhat
more extensive, since these bodies can have more general shapes. Specifically, the vehicle's
weight, axial length, volume, moments and products of inertia, and the mass center, buoyancy
center, and hydrodynamic center position vectors are required. The mass moments and products
of inertia are those about the aforementioned axial (x), lateral (y), and normal (z) axes fixed at
the center of mass. The mass center position vector R9 is specified by components of the
position vector of the mass center of the body relative to the cable point of attachment (the
vehicle's reference point). The buoyancy center position vector Rb and the hydrodynamic center
position vector Rh are specified by components of the position vectors of these points relative to
the vehicle's mass center. Components are taken along the body-fixed coordinate axes with
negative numbers indicating negative coordinate directions. See Figure 12.

Care should be taken to account for the mass of the enclosed water in vehicles with
free-flooded compartments. In this case, choose the weight of the vehicle to be the sum of the
weight of the vehicle in air and the weight of the enclosed water; the moments and products of
inertia may need modification as well. Then choose the volume of the vehicle as calculated from
its outer dimensions to insure that DYNTOCABS uses the correct weight in water.

17. FLUID FORCES ON CABLE LINKS

The total fluid-induced force per unit length along a typical cable link may be represented
as follows:

f = fmra drg+ tne~a ag+fid o + faddid mam + fbywyc

DYNTOCABS calculates these forces on cable links using either formulae for flow over circular
cylinders (default method) or using experimentally determined loading functions. In both cases,
normal and tangential drag forces and buoyancy forces may be included. In addition, when
loading functions are used, steady side (or lift) forces are also included. At the present time,
however, DYNTOCABS does not include added mass forces on the cable links.

The default method for calculation of fluid drag forces resolves the fluid velocity relative
to the centroid of the link into components ,iormal and tangent to the link. The drag forces per
unit length along the link are then represented as follows:

fnorma ag ( J)d C'.I v"I V"

fsageral d, =r( 2J77rd C, I V, I V,

where p is the fluid mass density, d is the diameter of the cable link, C, and C, are normal and
tangential drag coefficients dependent upon corresponding Reynold's numbers of the flow past
the cable link. These coefficients are usually determined experimentally. DYNTOCABS
calculates the normal drag coefficient using the following formulae 69

7
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0.0 for Re,_<0.1

0.45+5.931(Re,)0 3' for O.1<Re, <400.0

1.27 for 400.0<Re,<i10'

0.3 for Re,,>105

where the Reynold's number Re,, is defined to be

Re, = pdI v,,I /1i

and gt is the fluid viscosity. The tangential drag coefficient is calc,lated using the method
presented in Reid and Wilson. 2 Using this method, C, can be ca ated as a function of

Reynold's number (based on the tangential velocity, Re, = pdl vJ /g) for a given roughness

coefficient, X as shown in Figure 13. The roughness coefficient is defined as the ratio of the
equivalent sand roughness of the surface 3 and the cable radius; for a stranded cable, X may be
approximated by comparing the depths of the crevices between major strands of the cable to the
radius of the cable.12 As is evident from its definition, 0 < X: 1, the lower limit representing a
perfectly smooth cable.

Alternatively, the cable loading is formulated using loading functions.78 In this method the
drag forces per unit length along a link are represented as

f., ,.g 2a)j d C, I VI 2f,t

Note that the normal drag coefficient and the total relative fluid velocity are used in both
expressions. The terms f, and f are called loading functions and are assumed to be of the form

f =A,,+ A,,cos(o) + B,, sin(#) + A, cos(2#) + B, sin(20)

f, = A,0 + A,, cos(O) + B,, sin(#) + A. cos(20) + B, sin(2#)

where # is the angle between the cable link and the fluid velocity relative to the mass center of
the link. If this drag formulation is employed, the user must provide the values of A,(i = 0, 1,2),

B,,(i = 1,2), A(i = 0, 1,2), and B,3(i = 1,2) the coefficients of the loading functions and C,, the
drag coefficient. Note that these coefficients are all assumed to be constant, so that their values
must be consistent with the Reynold's number range of the specific example of interest.

When loading functions are used, the fluid induced load on a cable link also includes the
side (or lift) force often present on stranded cables. As for the drag forces, this force is
represented as

8
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d, IV12fs

where, as before, f, represents a loading function of the form

A,0 + A,, cos(o) + B,, sin(4) + A,2 cos(20) + B,2 sin(20)

As before, the values of the coefficients of the loading function must be consistent with the
Reynold's number range of the specific example of interest.

The buoyant force per unit length due to hydrostatic pressure exerted on a cable link by
fluid 2 (usually water) must be provided by the user. This force may be represented as

fb" ) = ybk

where yb is the buoyant force per unit length in fluid 2 and k is a unit vector pointing vertically
upward. DYNTOCABS automatically modifies this force when a link is positioned in fluid 1.

DYNTOCABS calculates the fluid induced load per unit length on each cable link by
adding (as vectors) the results from each of these formulae. Assuming these forces are constant
over the length of a cable link, the total resultant force is found by multiplying this force per unit
length by the link length. Finally, half of the resultant force is applied at each end of the link.
For additional information, see reference 3.

18. FLUID FORCES ON TOWED SPHERES

DYNTOCABS has the option of including up to three kinds of fluid forces exerted on the
spheres: 1) drag forces, 2) added mass forces, and 3) buoyancy forces. DYNTOCABS replaces
this system of forces by a single force passing through the center of the sphere. The resultant
force is taken to be of the form: 911

F = (2 I2CDJ vi v + (p/2)VsC,,a + (p)g Vsk

where v and a represent the velocity and acceleration of the fluid relative to the center of the
sphere, Vs represents the volume of the sphere, d represents the diameter of the sphere, and k
represents a unit vector pointing vertically upward. CD and Cm are coefficients dependent on the
Reynold's number of the flow past the sphere. These coefficients are usually determined
experimentally. DYNTOCABS uses the following values 9
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0.0 for Re <0.1

0.044+13.46/(Re)V2 for 0.1<Re_<1000

0.47 for 1000<Re<_lO

0.12 for Re>105

Cm = 1.0

with the Reynold's number Re defined as

Re = pdIv/IL

19. FLUID FORCES ON TOWED VEHICLES

DYNTOCABS has the option of including up to three kinds of fluid forces on the towed
vehicles: 1) drag forces, 2) added mass forces, and 3) buoyancy forces. The drag and added
mass forces are calculated from a set of 155 hydrodynamic coefficients. The forms of these
forces are similar to those presented in reference 10.

Before defining the drag and added mass forces, first consider the typical towed vehicle
shown in Figure 14. The directions associated with the vehicle-fixedx, y, and z coordinate axes
are called the axial, lateral, and normal directions. u, v, and w represent the axial, lateral, and
normal components of the velocity of the mass center of the vehicle, p, q, and r represent the
axial, lateral, and normal components of the angular velocity of the vehicle, and 6, and 8,
represent the angular deflections (in radians) of the rudder and sternplane control surfaces.

DYNTOCABS replaces the drag and added mass forces by a single force passing through
the hydrodynamic center and a corresponding moment. The forms used in the present version
of DYNTOCABS to calculate the vehicle-fixed components of the resultant force and moment
are given in APPENDIX B. Note that DYNTOCABS has been written so that relatively few
changes need be made to the code to incorporate a set of user-defined coefficients which may
include the effects of up to four control surfaces. It is assumed that the vehicle undergoes a fully
submerged tow.

The buoyancy force on a towed vehicle is calculated as the weight density of water times
the volume of the body. This force is assumed to act vertically upward through the vehicle's
center of buoyancy.

Finally, since DYNTOCABS assumes that the buoyancy, hydrodynamic, and mass centers
of the vehicle do not necessarily coincide, it replaces the buoyancy and hydrodynamic forces and
moments with an equivalent force-moment set acting at the mass center.

10
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20. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL LAW

One way of specifying the values of the control surface deflections (eg. the rudder
deflection, 5,) during the course of a simulation is through a user-defined closed-loop control
law. Surfaces controlled in this way are called active control surfaces; DYNTOCABS allows
up to four of these surfaces per vehicle. The hydrodynamic coefficients in the present version of
DYNTOCABS define two such surfaces, a rudder and a stemplane.

The control law itself is assumed to be of the form: 4

{5} = [Kb] {8y} + [K] [8yC

where {6} represents the vector of deviations of the control surfaces of all the vehicles from their
steady-state positions, [Kb] and [K1] represent the system feedback and feed-forward matrices,

{y } represents the vector of deviations of the states of all the vehicles from their steady-state
values, and {5Iy,} represents the vector of commanded deviations of all the vehicle angles and
depths from their steady-state values. DYNTOCABS allows up to eight state variables per
vehicle, its roll, pitch, and yaw angles and rates, and its depth and depth rate. The column vector
{8} is called the vehicle control surface vector, the column vector {Sy } is called the vehicle
state vector, and the column vector {Sy} is called the commanded variable vector; each of
these vectors is formed by concatenating the column vectors of the individual vehicles.

It should be noted here that the open-loop response of a system to imposed control surface
deviations may be achieved by setting the entries of [Kb] the feedback matrix to zero and

choosing the entries of [K1 ] the feed-forward matrix and {y, } the commanded deviation vector
to prescribe the control surface deviations as desired.

21. ACTUATOR MODEL

The closed-loop control law (See (20) above) provides instantaneous control surface
reactions to deviations in the vehicle states or in the commanded inputs. In a real system, of
course, some mechanical actuation system is used. DYNTOCABS provides the user with the
option of modeling this actuation system as a second order linear system with position and rate
limits and mechanical backlash. To characterize the second order linear system, DYNTOCABS
requires the system's natural frequency and damping ratio. The position and rate limits represent
the angular limits and angular rate limits of the control surface itself and must be provided in
degrees and degrees per second. The backlash represents the amount of angular free-play of the
control surface and must also be provided in degrees.

DYNTOCABS first samples the closed-loop control law to determine the commanded
deviations in the control surface positions. Using these results, the discretized second order
system model with a zero-order hold is sampled: these results are then modified to be consistent
with the user-specified position and rate limits and the mechanical backlash.

22. SENSOR NOISE

DYNTOCABS provides the option of adding noise to the value of each of the state
variables in the vehicle closed-loop control law (See (20) above). The noise is assumed to be
bandlimited white noise. White noise is modeled by a set of Gaussian distributed random
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numbers and then bandlimited by digital filtering with a low pass filter. DYNTOCABS requires
the standard deviation of the noise and its desired cut-off frequency (Hz.). The mean value of
the noise is assumed to be zero.

23. WEIGHT FORCES

The weight forces on the cable links are represented as

W = -ylk

where y represents the weight density of the link per unit length, I represents the length of the
link, and k represents a unit vector pointing vertically upward.

Similarly, the weight forces on towed spheres and vehicles may be represented by single
forces passing through their mass centers with magnitude equal to their weights.

24. UNITS

DYNTOCABS allows the user to select either U.S. Customary or SI (metric) units for the
input and output data. If U.S. Customary units are selected, the units are slugs, feet, and seconds
for mass, length, and time; however, inches are used for the link and sphere diameters. If SI
(metric) system of units is selected, the units are kilograms, meters, and seconds with centimeters
used for link and sphere diameters.

25. LABELS

DYNTOCABS allows the user to arbitrarily label or name the links and towed vehicles
and their reference points and the spheres.

26. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM
CONFIGURATIONS

In general, the nonlinear equations of motion of the towed system model may be

expressed in the form:

5"i = f(Y,u') (i .... 2n;j ... 2n;k = . m)

where the y1(j = 1,...,n) represent the orientation angles of the cable links and towed vehicles

relative to the mean ship frame, the yj(j = n + 1, ...., 2n) represent the first derivatives of these
angles, the u(k = 1,.rn) represent external inputs (such as motions of the system tow point
motion and vehicle control surfaces), and the f(i = 1, ... , 2n), in general, represent nonlinear
functions of the y, and uk. These equations govern the general dynamic motion of the towed
system.

12
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During steady forward or steady turning motion and, in the absence of external
disturbances, the system can exhibit steady-state equilibrium configurations. In these
situations, the orientation angles relative to the mean ship frame remain constant. These angles
satisfy the following n nonlinear algebraic equations:

fR+((Yj),,(Y"+j), =O,(uk),) = 0 (ij = 1,...,n)

where the (yj),, (y, +j),, and (uk), represent the constant values of the orientation angles, their first

time derivatives (equal to zero), and the external inputs corresponding to the equilibrium
configuration.

Although these equations could be used to solve for the steady-state angles, DYNTOCABS
uses a successive free-body diagram approach to do so. It determines the equilibrium angles of
each of the bodies of the system individually as it progresses from the ends of the system's
branches toward the system reference point. This process is repeated , using the results of each
iteration to seed the next, until the changes in the overall configuration of the system does not
significantly change. Specifically, DYNTOCABS calculates the square root of the sum of the
squares of the differences in the calculated steady-state angles from iteration to iteration and
insures that value is less than a user-specified tolerance. The user also supplies the maximum
number of these system iterations. It should be noted that sufficient system iterations should be
allowed to attain the tolerances specified; DYNTOCABS requires a minimum of 6 such
iterations. Up to 20-30 may be needed for partially submerged systems or systems undergoing a
steady turn.

To describe the motion of the system that results from small disturbances in the y, or to the

uk away from their steady-state values, these equations are linearized about the steady-state
equilibrium configuration. To this end, introduce the deviations zi and vk so that

Yi = (Y),+ zi (i= 1,...,2n)

Uk = (Uk), +Vk (k = 1,...,m)

Substituting these values into the nonlinear equations of motion, expanding in a Taylor Series
about the equiiibrium, and omitting second and higher order tens in the deviations zi and vk

results in the linear equations of motion

i = A,,: - + Ba vk

where

A,= (af/ly j ),

B a = (afi/auk),

The subscript e on the partial derivatives indicates that they are evaluated at the equilibrium
configuration. Many of the A, and Bik are easily evaluated; those that are not are approximated
using second-order central differences. DYNTOCABS requires a set of increments that will be
individually applied to the y, and uk so that these partial derivatives can be calculated. Note that

since the steady-state motion is stationary, the Ai: and Bikare constant throughout the motion.

13
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27. DEVIATIONS OF EXTERNAL INPUTS AND LINEAR SYSTEM DYNAMICS

In a linear dynamic analysis, vi represents the deviations of the external inputs to the
towed system from their steady-state values. Specifically, they represent the deviations of the
components along the ship-fixed directions of the position, velocity, and acceleration vectors of
the system reference (tow) point relative to the mean-ship frame (9 deviations, 3 for each vector)
and the towed vehicle control surface angles (4 deviations for each towed vehicle). The vehicle
control surface angles are always considered to be external inputs to the towed system, but
DYNTOCABS gives the user the option of excluding the tow point motion.

The actual deviations are not part of the user input, but rather must be calculated in
user-supplied subroutines. The deviations of the position, velocity, and acceleration of the
system tow point are calculated in SUBROUTINE TPMOTN, and the deviations of the control
surface angles of the towed vehicles are calculated in SUBROUTINE CVSPCL. The subroutine
statement for these routines must appear as follows:

SUBROUTINE TPMOTN (TIME, XODV, DXODV, DDXODV)

SUBROUTINE CVSPCL(TIME,DELADV,DELBDV,DELRDV,DELSDV,NTOWB)

where the individual variables in the parameter lists are defined as follows (The values of the
variables shown in bold print are supplied by DYNTOCABS.):

Variable Meaning

TIME Value of time in seconds

NTOWB Number of towed vehicles

XODV(I) The forward, starboard, and downward deviations
(1=1,2,3) (ft or meters) of the steady-state
position of the system tow point.

DXODV(I) The first derivatives (ft/sec or meters/sec) of the
deviations XODV(I) (1=1,2,3).

DDXODV(I) The second derivatives (ft/sec2 or meters/sec2 ) of the
deviations XODV(I) (1=1,2,3).

DELADV(ITV) The deviation in radians of the angle of control
surface A of towed vehicle "ITV" from its steady-state
value.

DELBDV(ITV) The deviation in radians of the angle of control
surface B of towed vehicle "ITV" from its steady-state
value

DELRDV(ITV) The deviation in radians of the rudder angle of towed
vehicle "ITV" from its steady-state value

14
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DELSDV(ITV) The deviation in radians of the sternplane angle of
towed vehicle "ITV" from its steady-state value

Note that the order of the deviations of the control surface angles in arrays DELADV, DELBDV,
DELRDV, and DELSDV must be the same as the order that the towed bodies appeared in the
input data list. Note also that the deviations of the displacements and displacement derivatives of
the system tow point are not independent; together they must consistently represent the motion
of the tow point away from its steady-state position.

INPUT DATA

This part of the manual describes the specific input requirements of DYNTOCABS. The
data itself is described in terms of line images, generated by any general-purpose text editor. As
noted earlier, DYNTOCABS is written in FORTRAN; hence, the input data is to be submitted in
FORTRAN format. Unless otherwise specified, all input is free-format; that is, each data line
must contain the necessary data items separated by a comma or one or more spaces. The order
of the input data is in the same order as described below. The units of the input data are either
English or metric, according to the option selected.

HEADING OR TITLE

The first line of input to DYNTOCABS contains a title which may be used to identify the
particular data entered. It may contain up to 75 characters, and it will appear at the top of each
computer output data page.

OPTIONS

DYNTOCABS has a number of user options to define the desired analysis. These options
are selected by specifying integer values as follows:

1) Analysis: DYNTOCABS allows the user to perform any of five different types of
analysis. Enter an integer value between I and 5 indicating which type of analysis as
follows:

Integer Value Analysis

I Linear dynamic analysis
2 Nonlinear dynamic analysis
3 Steady-State analysis (SSA)
4 SSA followed by linear dynamic analysis
5 SSA followed by nonlinear dynamic analysis

2) Closed-Loop control: If the towed system is to include towed vehicles, the user may
specify a closed-loop control law for those vehicles. Enter 1 to include closed-loop control
for some or all of the towed vehicles. Enter 0 to neglect closed-loop control. Note that
DYNTOCABS allows closed-loop control for nonlinear dynamic analyses (options 2 and
5) only.
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3) Restart: During each execution, DYNTOCABS records data in a restart file every
50 integration steps. A minimum of data is recorded to reduce the time required for this
process; the data includes, for example, the values of the link and vehicle angles necessary
for restarting DYNTOCABS at the last recorded time. If the restart option is activated,
DYNTOCABS reads the restart file generated by the most recent execution of
DYNTOCABS and uses this information to "restart" the present execution at the point
when that execution stopped.

An input data file used to restart DYNTOCABS should specify analysis option 2, and the
input data format should be consistent with that option. If the initial execution specified
analysis option 5, minor modifications are required to that data set. Since DYNTOCABS
reads most of the data from the present input data file, it is important that this file be
consistent with the input data file from the initial execution.

Enter 1 to read data from a restart file; enter 0 to neglect this option.

4) Units: Enter 1 if U.S. Customary units are desired; enter 2 if metric units are
desired.

5) Normal Drag Forces: Enter 1 to include normal drag forces on cable links and total
drag forces on spheres and towed vehicles; enter 0 to neglect these forces.

6) Tangential Drag Forces: Enter 1 to include tangential drag forces on cable links and
total drag forces on spheres and towed vehicles; enter 0 to neglect these forces.

7) Cable Drag and Side Force (Lift) Formulation: Enter 0 to use the default
velocity-dependent coefficients of normal and tangential drag; enter 1 if loading functions
are to be used to calculate the drag and side forces on the cable links.

If the default velocity-dependent coefficients are to be used and if tangential drag
force are to be included on the cable links, enter the roughness coefficient on the next line.
This coefficient should be between 0.0 and 1.0, with 0.0 representing a perfectly smooth
cable. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 17 (FLUID FORCES ON CABLE
LINKS).

If loading functions are to be used, the following lines of input-data must also be
entered. On the next line, enter the number of different loading function sets (up to three
are allowed). For each loading set the following three lines must be entered:

Line 1: Ao, A,, Bj, A,, and B2
Line 2: An0, AAj, BA, IA., and B,2
Line 3: A,0, As1, Bs1, A.2, and B,2

These lines are repeated for each loading function set.

8) Added Mass Forces: Enter I to include added mass forces for spheres and vehicles;
enter 0 to neglect these forces.

9) Buoyancy Forces: Enter 1 to include these forces; enter 0 to neglect these forces.

10) Gravity Forces: Enter I to include these forces; enter 0 to neglect these forces.
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11) Point Loads: DYNTOCABS allows the user to enter point loads at the connecting
joints between cable links and between cable links and towed vehicles. These loads are
assumed to be constant in time and space. Enter 1 to include these forces; enter 0 to
neglect these forces. The values of these are part of the link input.

12) Viscosities and Fluid Mass Densities: Enter 0 to use the default values shown in the
table below. If values different from these default values are desired, enter 1. Then enter
the following four lines of data:

Line 1: Viscosity of the first fluid (usually air) (lb-sec/ft2 or N-sec/m 2)
Line 2: Mass density of the first fluid (slug/ft or kg/n 3)
Line 3: Viscosity of the second fluid (usually water) (lb-sec/ft or N-sec/m 2)
Line 4: Mass density of the second fluid (slug/ft3 or kg/m3)

DEFAULT VALUES FOR FLUID VISCOSITIES AND MASS DENSITIES

U.S. Customy Mtric

Viscosity 3.7188 x 10-7  1.7802 x 10.'
(air) (lb-sec)/fte (N-sec)/m2

Mass Density 2.378 x 10-3  1.2252
(air) slug/ft3  kg/m3

Viscosity 2.48 x 105  1.6831 x 10-3

(salt water) (lb-sec)/ft2  (N-sec)/m2

Mass Density 1.9905 1.0231 x 103
(salt water) slug/ft3  kg/i 3

13) Fluid Velocities: DYNTOCABS has the option of allowing the fluids to have
constant stream velocities in any direction. To use this option, enter 1. Then enter two
lines of data providing the X, Y, and Z inertial components of the velocities of the two
fluids (fluid I on the first line, and fluid 2 on the second line.).

To decline this option, enter 0. This means the fluids will have zero velocity.

14) Fluid Interface Level: DYNTOCABS has the option of allowing the fluid interface
level (that is, the water level) to be located at some non-zero vertical distance below the
mean ship frame. To use this option, enter 1. Then, on the next line of input, enter the
vertical distance (positive downward) from the mean ship frame to the interface.

To decline this option, enter 0. This means the fluid interface and the mean ship frame will
be on the same level.
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NUMBER OF LINKS

Following the input of user options, enter the number of cable links on a single line.

INDIVIDUAL LINK DATA

The next input is a series of data describing the physical and geometric properties of each
cable link, as follows:

1) Body number. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 6 (BODY

CONNECTION ARRAY).

2) Link label: Any name up to 10 characters in length (A10 format).

3) Link reference point label: Any name up to 10 characters in length (A10 format).

4) Body number of adjacent lower numbered link. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS,
Section 6 (BODY CONNECTION ARRAY).

5) Link dry weight density per unit length (lb/ft or N/m).

6) Link buoyant force (in fluid 2) per unit length (lb/ft or N/m).

7) Link length (ft or m).

8) Link diameter (in or cm).

9) Point load: If point loads are to be included, enter the inertial X, Y, and Z
components of the point load acting on the upper end (the end farthest from the system tow
point) of the cable link.

10) Analysis options 1 and 4: If the analysis option has been specified as either 1 (inear
dynamic analysis) or 4 (steady-state analysis followed by a linear dynamic analysis), enter
the following lines of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS
OF MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the link: This line contains two numbers
representing the steady-state orientation angles of the cable link. For analysis type 1
the correct values must be given, whereas for analysis type 4 only estimates must be
provided.

b) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains two
numbers representing the deviations of the link orientation angles away from their
steady-state values.

c) Initial deviations of the link motion from zero: This line contains two numbers
representing the first derivatives of the deviations of the link orientation angles away
from zero.

d) Increment of link configuration: This line contains two numbers representing
increments in the link orientation angles used for calculating partial derivatives in
the linearized equations of motion of the system.
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e) Increment of link motion: This line contains two numbers representing
increments in the derivatives of the two link orientation angles used for calculating
the partial derivatives in the linearized equations of motion of the system.

11) Analysis option 2 with NO closed-loop control: If the analysis option of 2
(nonlinear dynamic analysis) with NO closed-loop control is specified, enter the following
lines of data:

a) Initial configuration of the link: This line contains two numbers representing
the initial values of the orientation angles of the link. See DEFINITIONS OF
TERMS, Section 11 (LINK ORIENTATION ANGLES).

b) Initial motion of the link: This line contains two numbers representing the
initial values of the first derivatives of the orientation angles of the link.

12) Analysis option 2 with closed-loop control: If the analysis option of 2 (nonlinear
dynamic analysis) with closed-loop control is specified, enter the following lines of data
(See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the link: This line contains two numbers
representing the steady-state orientation angles of the cable link.

b) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains two
numbers representing the deviations of the link orientation angles away from their
steady-state values.

c) Initial deviations of the link motion from zero: This line contains two
numbers representing the deviations of the derivatives of the link orientation angles
away from zero.

13) Analysis option 3: If the analysis option of 3 (steady-state analysis) is specified,
enter the following line of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26
(EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM
CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the link: This line contains two numbers
representing initial estimates of the steady-state orientation angles of the cable link.

14) Analysis option 5: If the analysis option of 5 (steady-state analysis followed by a
nonlinear dynamic analysis) is specified, enter the following lines of data (See
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the link: This line contains two numbers
representing initial estimates of the steady-state orientation angles of the cable link.
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b) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains two
numbers representing the deviations of the link orientation angles away from their
steady-state values.

c) Initial deviations of the link motion from zero: This line contains two
numbers representing the deviations of the derivatives of the link orientation angles
away from zero.

15) Loading function number and coefficients: If loading functions are to be used, enter
the set number, the normal drag coefficient, and the side (or lift) coefficient for the link.
Note that positive side coefficients indicate a right-hand lay cable and negative coefficients
indicate a left-hand lay cable.

NUMBER OF TOWED SPHERES

Following the input of the individual link data, enter the total number of towed spheres.

INDIVIDUAL TOWED SPHERE DATA

The next input is a series of data describing the physical properties of each towed sphere.

1) Body number. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 6 (BODY

CONNECTION ARRAY).

2) Towed sphere label (up to 1), I.a.,acters in A 10 format).

3) Body number of adjacent lower numbered link. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS,
Section 6 (BODY CONNECTION ,'_71RAY)

4) Towed sphere dry weight (lb or N).

5) Towed sphere diameter (in or cm).

NUMBER OF TOWED VEHICLES

Following the input of the individual sphere data, enter the total number of towed vehicles.

INDIVIDUAL TOWED VEHICLE DATA

The next input is a series of data sets describing the physical, geometric, and
hydrodynamic properties of each towed vehicle, as follows:

I ) Body number. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 6 (BODY

CONNECTION ARRAY).

2) Towed body label (up to 15 characters in A I5 format).

3) Towed body reference point label (up to 15 characters in A15 format).

4) Body number of adjacent lower numbered link. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS,
Section 6 (BODY CONNECTION ARRAY).
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5) Towed body dry weight (lb or N).

6) Towed body axial length (ft or m).

7) Towed body volume (ft3 or M3 )

8) Towed body moments of inertia, Ixx, Iyy, Izz (slug-ft2 or N-m 2).

9) Towed body products of inertia, Ixy, Ixz, lyz (slug-ft2 or N-m 2).

10) Masf center position vector: This line contains three numbers represer ring the
vehicle-fixed x, y, and z components of the position vector of the mass cen'tr of the
vehicle relative to the cable attachment point (ft or m). Negative numbers indicate
negative coordinate directions. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 16 (TOWED
VEHICLE PHYS]CAL DATA).

11) Center of buoyancy position vector: This line contains three numbers representing
the vehicle-fixed x, y, and z components of the position vector of the buoyancy center of
the vehicle relative its mass center (ft or m). Negative numbers indicate negative
coordinate directions. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 16 (TOWED VEHICLE
PHYSICAL DATA).

12) Hydrodynamic center position vector: This line contains three numbers representing
the vehicle-fixed x, y, and z components of the position vector of the hydrodynamic center
of the vehicle relative its mass center (ft or m). Negative numbers indicate negative
coordinate directions. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 16 (TOWED VEHICLE
PHYSICAL DATA).

13) Analysis options 1 and 4: If analysis option 1 (linear dynamic analysis) or analysis
option 4 (steady-state analysis followed by a linear dynamic analysis) is specified, enter
the following lines of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS
OF MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers
representing the steady-state orientation angles of the towed vehicle. For analysis
type 1 the correct values must be given, whereas for analysis type 4 only estimates
must be provided.

b) Steady-state control surface angles: This line contains four numbers
representing the steady-state values of the angles of the control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane of the vehicle.

c) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the vehicle orientation angles away from
their steady-state values.

d) Initial deviations of the link motion from zero: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the derivatives of the vehicle orientation
angles away from zero.

e) Increment of vehicle configuration: This line contains three numbers
representing increments in the vehicle orientation angles used for calculating partial
derivatives in the linearized equations of motion of the system.
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f) Increment of vehicle motion: This line contains three numbers representing
increments in the derivatives of the three vehicle orientation angles used for
calculating the partial derivatives in the linearized equations of motion of the system.

g) Increment of control surface angles: This line contains four numbers
representing increments in the derivatives of the four vehicle control surface angles.
These increments are used for calculating the partial derivatives in the linearized
equations of motion of the system.

14) Analysis option 2 without closed-loop control: If the analysis option of 2 (nonlinear
dynamic analysis) without closed-loop control is specified, enter the following lines of
data:

a) Initial configuration of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers
representing the initial values of the orientation angles of the vehicle. See
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 11 (LINK ORIENTATION ANGLES).

b) Initial motion of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers representing the

initial values of the first derivatives of the orientation angles of the vehicle.

c) Initial control surface angles: This line contains four numbers representing the
initial values of the angles of the control surfaces A and B, the rudder, and the
sternplane of the vehicle.

15) Analysis option 2 with closed-loop control: If the analysis option of 2 (nonlinear
dynamic analysis) with closed-loop control is specified, enter the following lines of data
(See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers
representing the steady-state orientation angles of the vehicle.

b) Steady-state control surface angles: This line contains four numbers
representing the steady-state values of the angles of the control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane of the vehicle.

c) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the vehicle orientation angles away from
their steady-state values.

d) Initial deviations of the vehicle motion from zero: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the derivatives of the vehicle orientation
angles away from zero.

16) Analysis option 3: If the analysis option of 3 (steady-state analysis) is specified,
enter the follov ing line of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26
(EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM
CONFIGURATIONS)):
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a) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers
representing initial estimates the steady-state orientation angles of the vehicle.

b) Steady-state control surface angles: This line contains four numbers
representing the steady-state values of the angles of the control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane of the vehicle.

17) Analysis option 5: If the analysis option of 5 (steady-state analysis followed by a
nonlinear dynamic analysis) is specified, enter the following lines of data (See
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: This line contains three numbers
representing initial estimates the steady-state orientation angles of the vehicle.

b) Steady-state control surface angles: This line contains four numbers
representing the steady-state values of the angles of the control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane of the vehicle.

b) Initial deviations from the steady-state configuration: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the vehicle orientation angles away from
their steady-state values.

c) Initial deviations of the vehicle motion from zero: This line contains three
numbers representing the deviations of the derivatives of the link orientation angles
away from zero.

18) If the closed-loop control option was specified, then the user must next indicate
whether the vehicle is actively controlled: Enter I if the towed vehicle contains active
control surfaces piloted by a closed-loop control law; enter 0 if the vehicle has no active
control surfaces. If active control surfaces are to be included, the following lines of data
are required to define the active surfaces and specify the control laws. See
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 20 (CLOSED LOOP CONTROL LAW).

a) Number of active control surfaces on the vehicle (up to four).

b) Active control surface identifiers: This line contains a single number for each
active control surface on the vehicle. For each surface, enter its identifying integer
as follows:

Integer Control Surface

1 surface A
2 surface B
3 rudder
4 sternplane

The values of the angular deflections of these control surfaces are the entries of the
vehicle control surface vector; the values appear in the order of their specifying
integers defined above.
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c) Actuator switches: This lirn, contains a single number for each active control
surface. Enter 1 if an actuator model is to be used to "drive" the control surface;
enter 0 if no actuator model is to be used. Note that specifying 0 provides ideal
(instantaneous) control surface response, while specifying 1 can provide more
realistic response of the mechanical actuation method. See DEFINITIONS OF
TERMS, Section 21 (ACTUATOR MODEL).

d) Actuator characteristics: For each active control surface that is to use an
actuator model, enter the following three lines of data:

Line 1: This line contains two numbers representing the natural frequency
in Hertz and damping ratio of the actuator.

Line 2: This line contains three numbers representing the minimum and
maximum operating angles in degrees and the mechanical backlash in degrees of the
actuator.

Line 3: This line contains two numbers representing the minimum and
maximum operating rates in degrees per second of the actuator.

e) Number of state variables for the vehicle (up to eight).

f) State variable identifiers: This line contains a single number for each state

variable of the vehicle. For each variable, enter its identifying integer as follows:

Integer State Variable

1 yaw angle
2 pitch angle
3 roll angle
4 yaw rate
5 pitch rate
6 roll rate
7 depth
8 depth rate

The state variables of the vehicle are the entries of the vehicle state vector; they
appear in the order of their specifying integers in the table above.

g) Noise switches: This line contains a single number for each state variable of
the vehicle. For each variable, enter I if bandlimited white noise is to be added to
that variable; enter 0 if no noise is to be added. The white noise is modelled by a set
of Gaussian distributed random numbers; the white noise is bandlimited by digital
filtering with a low pass filter.

h) Noise characteristics: For each state variable which is to have noise included,
enter a single line of data containing two numbers representing the standard
deviation of the noise and its desired cut-off frequency in Hertz.

i) Number of nonzero commanded deviation (feedforward) inputs (up to 4).

j) The feedforward facet of the control law allows the user to command changes
to the vehicle configuration (roll, pitch, and yaw angles) and the depth of the mass
center of the vehicle. These variables may be specified in one of two ways:
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1) by using a precoded function, or 2) by using a profile of data values. In the latter
case, linear interpolation is used between data values; this is similar to an
acceleration profile, except that the data values represent the variable itself and not
its second derivative.

For each commanded input, enter the following data lines:

i) The first line contains two integers identifying the commanded variable

and the mode of specification. These integers are defined as follows:

Integer Commanded Variable

1 yaw angle
2 pitch angle
3 roll angle
4 depth

Integer Specification Mode

1 precoded function
2 profile of data points

ii) If precoded function is specified, enter five numbers representing the
constants f0, A, b, p, and 0 on the next line. See DEFINITIONS OF
TERMS, Section 9 (PRECODED FUNCTIONS).

iii) If a profile of data points is specified, first enter the number of data
points on the next line. Then, on subsequent lines, enter the data point pairs,
each pair on a single line. Each data pair consists of two numbers representing
the time (seconds) and the commanded input (angles in degrees and depth in
feet or meters) at that time.

The commanded variables of the vehicle are the entries of its commanded
variable vector, the variables appear in the order of their identifying integers
defined above.

19) Hydrodynamic coefficients for the towed body: The next 56 lines of input contain
the hydrodynamic coefficients used to calculate the hydrodynamic forces on the vehicle
(See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 19 (FLUID FORCES ON TOWED
VEHICLES)). Enter them as follows:

Line 1: X', X' X4

Line 2: X',,, X',. X'u

Line 3: X UP X1 X,,

Line 4: X',, X
Line 5: XP , X , Xf,

Line 6: X',,
Line 7: X' W X'wq X'wr

Line 8: X pp X pq X pr
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Line 9: X1'qq V qr X'rr

Line 10: X',6 X '8W X, 'a&

Line 11: X'WW, X wqb X' qqo

Line 12: X'U"88  x X'wj,, V qq 6,6

Line 13: X'u8,6, X I8668
Line 14: X', 8  XlwqS,& X'Iqq8

Line 15: Y%~ Y' p Y%
Line 16: Y'., yup Y.
Line 17: Y' q YW
Line 18: Y' pq Y'tq,

Line 19: Y'.81 yIu Y I 'qq?8,

Line 20: Z'u z', Z' 4
Line 21: Z.~ Z'14  zlu
Line 22: Z'u, p Z I' zI"

Line 23: z , ~
Line 24: Z'1 VP z I'q
Line 25: Z'ww
Line 26: Z'~ WP ZIwq Z'wr

Line 27: Z' p Zq zIp

Line 28: Z'qq Z'qr t.

Line 29: Z'.,8s Ztb z IZ'6 8

Line 30: Z't~ 8 , Z'Iwqb5  Z'qq8,

Line 31: Z'Uus88  Zl'W, 8  z'I ub8 8

Line 32: Z ww,V 2  Z Iwqb5 Z fqq868

Line 33: Kt, K'o K'

Line 34: K',, K'Mp o

Line 35: K'vq K'WP 'w
Line 36: K'pqKN

Line 37: K',, 8, K'uq8, K'q,

Line 38: M'. Mt' M
Line 39: M'. M'~ l M'lu
Line 40: M'~u p M I" Mu

Line 41: M'~, M'"
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Line 42: M' VP M/q M1,,

Line 43: M',,,

Line 44: M' WP M Wq M wr
Line 45: M'PP M/pq M/pr

Line 46: M'qq M q, M f,

Line 47: M',,,6, M'.6' M' ,

Line 48: M',, M'wq , M qq8,'

Line 49: MA M0181 M fqq85,'

Line 50: M',,,,, M M',q8,

Line 5 1: M',,,1,8  M Iwq6,6, M 'qq8.o

Line 52: N', N' N

Line 53: N', Nlp N fur

Line 54: N',,q N'WP Nwr
Line 55: N' Nq,

Line 56: N',,,r N ,, & N'qq &

SYSTEM CONTROL LAW GAIN MATRICES

If a nonlinear dynamic analysis (options 2 or 5) with closed-loop control has been
specified, enter the system feedback and feed-forward gain matrices as follows:

a. Enter the feedback control gain matrix by rows.
Start each row on a new input line.

b. Enter the feed-forward control gain matrix by rows.
Start each row on a new input line.

Note that the system control surface vector, the system state vector, and the system commanded
variable vectors for the control law are defined by concatenating the appropriate vectors for each
of the towed vehicles. The order in which these individual vehicle vectors appear in the system
vectors is the same as the order in which they were input. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS,
Section 20 (CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL LAW).

To determine the units of a particular entry of these matrices, use the following guidelines.
If these values multiply an angular deviation, they are unitless; if they multiply an angular rate
deviation, they have the units of seconds; if they, multiply a depth deviation, they have the units
of ft'; and, if they multiply a depth rate deviation, they have the units of seconds/ft.

MOTION OF THE MEAN SHIP FRAME AND SYSTEM REFERENCE POINT

The mean ship frame may exhibit planar motion relative to the inertial reference frame;
this motion is described by two variables representing the forward (or reverse) speed and the
turning angle of the ship. Also, Q the system reference point may have arbitrary motion relative
to the mean ship frame; this motion is described by three variables representing the forward,
starboard, and vertical (downward) displacement of Q.
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1) Analysis options 1 and 4: If analysis options 1 (linear dynamic analysis) or 4
(steady-state followed by linear dynamic analysis) has been specified, enter the following lines
of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Sections 7 (MEAN SHIP FRAME, INERTIAL
FRAME, AND COORDINATE SYSTEMS) and 26 (EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state mean ship frame motion: Enter the steady-state ship speed (ft/sec or
m/sec) and turning rate (degrees/second).

b) Steady-state system reference point position: Enter the steady-state X, Y, and Z
coordinates of the system reference point relative to the mean ship frame. Recall that
initially the mean ship frame is aligned with the inertial reference frame.

c) For analysis option 4 only, enter the maximum number of iterations (minimum of 6)
and the maximum system error allowed in the calculation of the steady-state configuration
of the system. Note that 20-30 iterations may be needed for convergence for partially
submerged systems and systems undergoing steady turns.

d) System tow point motion as external input: Enter 1 to include the tow point motion
as an external input. Enter 0 to not to include this motion as external input. If this option
is to be included, enter the following lines of input:

Line 1: Enter three numbers representing the increments of the forward,
starboard, and downward displacements of the system tow point relative to the origin
of the mean-ship-frame used for numerical calculation of the partial derivatives in
the [B] matrix in the linear equations of motion.

Line 2: Enter three numbers representing the increments of the derivatives of the
forwaid, starboard, and downward displacements of the system tow point relative to
the origin of the mean-ship-frame used for numerical calculation of the partial
derivatives in the [B] matrix in the linear equations of motion.

Line 3: Enter three numbers representing the increments of the second
derivatives of the forward, starboard, and downward displacements of the system
tow point relative to the origin of the mean-ship-frame used for numerical
calculation of the partial derivatives in the [B] matrix in the linear equations of
motion.

Note that the actual deviations of the tow point motion are calculated in SUBROUTINE
TPMOTN a user-supplied routine. See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 27
(DEVIATIONS OF EXTERNAL INPUTS AND LINEAR SYSTEM DYNAMICS).

2) Analysis options 3 and 5: If analysis options 3 (steady-state analysis) or 5
(steady-state analysis followed by nonlinear dynamic analysis) is specified, then enter the
following three lines of data (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 26 (EQUATIONS OF
MOTION AND STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS)):

a) Steady-state mean ship frame motion: Enter the steady-state ship speed (ft/sec or
m/sec) and turning rate (degrees/second).
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b) Steady-state system reference point position: Enter the steady-state forward,
starboard, and vertically downward displacements of the system reference point relative to
the mean ship frame.

c) Enter the maximum number of iterations (minimum of 6) and the maximum error
allowed in the calculation of the steady-state configuration of the system. Note that 20-30
iterations may be needed for convergence for partially submerged systems or systems
undergoing a steady turn.

3) Analysis options 2 and 5: If the analysis option 2 (nonlinear dynamic analysis) or 5
(steady-state analysis followed by nonlinear dynamic analysis) is specified, five variables are
used to describe the motion of the mean ship frame and system reference point during the
dynamic analysis. They are identified by the following integers:

Identifying Variable
Integer

1 Forward displacement (X) of the system reference point
relative to the mean ship frame (backward, if negative).

2 Starboard displacement (Y) of the system reference point
relative to the mean ship frame.

3 Vertical (downward) displacement (Z) of the system
reference point relative to the mean ship frame.

4 Forward speed of the mean ship frame relative to the
inertial reference frame.

5 Turning angle of the mean ship frame relative to the
inertial reference frame (positive for starboard turning).

The data describing these variables can be specified in two ways: 1) by using precoded
functions, or 2) by using acceleration profiles. The specific data for these options should be
input as follows:

a) Number of nonzero variables: Enter the number of these variables that are to have
nonzero values.

b) For each nonzero motion variable, the following data lines must be entered. If 0 was
entered for the number of nonzero variables, skip these lines.

i) Identifying integer and specification mode: On the next line, enter the
variable's identifying integer and specification mode. A specification mode of I
indicates that a precoded function will be used to specify the variable; a mode of 2
indicates that an acceleration profile will be used.

ii) If a precoded function is selected, enter the values of the precoded function
constants on the next line (See DEFINITIONS OF TERMS, Section 9
(PRECODED FUNCTIONS)). For variables 1-3, six values are entered representing
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the values of the constants f0, A, b, p, 0, and m. For variables 4 and 5, five values

are entered representing the values of the constants f0, A, b, p, and 0. If an
acceleration profile is selected, skip this line.

iii) If an acceleration profile is selected, enter the number of data points in the
profile on the next line. Next, enter a set of data lines equal in number to the number
of data pairs. The first line of this set contains: (1) the initial time, (2) the initial
second derivative of the data value, (3) the initial first derivative of the data value,
and (4) the initial data value. Each subsequent line contains: 1) the time, and 2) the
corresponding second derivative of the data value. Note that the second derivative of
the data value is defined as the second derivative of variables 1-3 and 5, and the first
derivative of variable 4. As defined these are all either linear or angular acceleration
values.

INTEGRATION OPTION AND PARAMETERS:

The next set of data has two lines of input. On the first line, enter a single integer value to
indicate the numerical integration scheme to be used. Enter 1 for a fixed-step Runge-Kutta
method; enter 2 for a fixed-step predictor-corrector (PC) method. Note that the PC method is
generally preferred over the Run. e Kutta method in that it requires only half as much
computation time. Since the PC algorithm is not self-starting, the fixed-step Runge-Kutta
algorithm is used to initi,. - .- integration process. On the next line, enter three numbers: 1) the
integration starting tir -,. " Lhe integration ending time, and 3) the integration time increment.

CONTROL LAW SAMPLING TIME

If t1'. closed-loop control law was specified, then on the next line, enter a single data entry
representing the sampling time increment of the control law. For best operation of
DYNTOCABS, this value should be an integer multiple of the integration time increment. The
control law will be employed and the control surface angular positions will be updated as the
integration process passes over each sampling time; these times are defined to be the initial
integration time and all integer multiples of the sampling time increment beyond that time.

OUTPUT OPTIONS

1) The next line contains the time increment for printing the computed data to an output
file. Since printing this data at each integration step can produce an excessive amount of output,
the print time increment is usually greater than the integration time increment. For best
operation of DYNTOCABS, the print time increment should be an integer multiple of the
integration time increment.

2) At the beginning of the output data, DYNTOCABS lists a copy (or echo) of the input
data. The extent of the listing of computed data is a user option. To exercise this option, enter
an integer (0,1,2,3,4) in column I according to the following printing priority:

0 - Prints all computed data: the X-Y position, forward speed, turning angle, and turning
rate of the mean ship frame; the position, velocity, and acceleration of Q the system
reference point; the control surface angular positions for each towed vehicle; the position,
velocity, and acceleration of the mass center of each towed vehicle relative to the inertial
reference frame and the mean ship frame; the orientation angles and their derivatives for
each towed vehicle (in degrees, degrees/second, and degrees/second 2); the vehicle-fixed X,
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Y, and Z components of the tension force acting on each towed vehicle; the inertial X, Y,
and Z components of the cable tension force acting at Q the system reference point; the
tensions in each cable link; the position, velocity, and acceleration of the reference point of
each link and towed vehicle relative to the inertial reference frame and to the mean ship
frame; and the orientation angles and their derivatives for each cable link (in degrees,
degrees/second, and degrees/second2 ).

I - Prints as above for option 0, except for the second derivatives of the orientation angles
of the cable links and the accelerations of the reference points of the cable links and towed
vehicles.

2 - Prints as above for option 1, except for the first derivatives of the orientation angles of
the cable links and the velocities of the reference points of the cable links and towed
vehicles.

3 - Prints as above for option 2, except for the orientation angles of and the tensions in the
cable links.

4 - Prints as above for option 3, except for the positions of the reference points of the cable

links and towed vehicles.

3) During the execution of a nonlinear time-domain dynamic analysis (analysis options
2 or 5), DYNTOCABS stores information to a file for later use (for example, by a plotting
program). On this, the last line of input, enter an integer value representing the number of
integration time increments between writes to this file. For example, if this value is specified to
be 100 and the integration increment is 0.0025 seconds, then information will be written to this
file every 0.25 seconds.

EXAMPLE INPUT DATA

The purpose of this section is to provide the user with a sample data set that illustrates
many of the features of DYNTOCABS. To this end, consider the cable link system shown in
Figure 15. The system is made up of 15 cable links, a towed vehicle, and a sphere; let them be
numbered as shown. The cable links have varying lengths beginning with link number 1 at 100
feet and progressing to links at the free end of the cable of 5 feet. The main cable from the
system tow point to the towed vehicle is 5/8 (0.625) inches in diameter, weighs 0.65 lb/ft, and
has a buoyancy force of 0.127 lb/ft. The shorter cable connecting the sphere to the main tow
cable has the same characteristics, except it weighs only 0.2 lb/ft. The towed vehicle is 2.85 feet
in length and weighs 60 lb (in air); the towed sphere is 3.5 inches in diameter and weighs 1 lb in
air. The system is fully submerged in still water.

DYNTOCABS will first determine the steady-state configuration of the system traveling in
a straight line at 10 knots (16.87 ft/sec), and then perform a nonlinear time-domain analysis on
the system for 20 seconds as it moves into a turn and undergoes tow point excitation. The
angular acceleration of the ship is given by the profile shown in Figure 16; the initial angular
displacement and angular velocity are zero. This profile results in a constant angular velocity of
0.5 deg/sec for the mean ship frame after 7 seconds. The vertical motion of the system tow point
is prescribed through a precoded function to be z = 5.0 + 0.5 cos(ntt) tanh(0.5t).

The sternplane of the towed vehicle is controlled by a closed loop control law of the form:

8, = Kb1 8z + Kb2 82 + Kf Z,
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A depth change of 5 feet is commanded beginning at time zero. The sternplane will be driven
with an actuator. The actuator has a natural frequency of 0.63 Hertz, a damping ratio of 0.9,
minimum and maximum operating angles of -20 deg and +20 deg, respectively, minimum and
maximum operating rates of -100 deg/sec and +100 deg/sec, respectively, and no backlash.

The input for this analysis is shown on the following pages. Note that comments have
been included to the right of the data to add clarity.
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EXAMPLE OUTPUT

Before performing any analyses, DYNTOCABS provides an "echo" of the input data. This
may be used to verify the user's inputs. In addition to this, DYNTOCABS provides output data
at specified instants of time. Steady-state configuration data is given (if calculated) at time zero.
An example output at time t=20 seconds for a printing priority of 0 is given below for the
example input data shown above. Along with the time value and number of integration steps,
DYNTOCABS provides kinematic data for the mean ship frame, the system reference point, the
towed vehicles, the references points of the links and towed vehicles, and the cable links. It also
provides the force required at the system tow point, the forces acting on the cable at the vehicle
tow points, and the tensions in each of the cable links. Both the printing interval size and the
printing priority are user options; the printing priority controls the amount of data printed at the
end of each printing interval.
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FIGURE 1. TYPICAL MULTIPLE BRANCHED TOWED SYSTEM

FIGURE 2. A SIMPLE MOORING SYSTEM
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FIGURE 3. A FINITE-SEGMENT MODEL OF A CABLE

FIGURE 4. A FINITE-SEGMENT TOWED SYSTEM MODEL
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS

This appendix provides an abbreviated summary of the input data requirements for quick
reference. Unless otherwise specified, all data is free-formatted input, that is, each line must
contain the necessary data items separated by one or more spaces; the column location of each
item is arbitrary.

1. HEADING: Enter a heading or title of up to 75 characters.

2. OPTIONS:

a. Analyses:

Enter 1 for linear dynamic analysis.
Enter 2 for nonlinear dynamic analysis.
Enter 3 for steady-state analysis (SSA).
Enter 4 for SSA followed by linear dynamic analysis.
Enter 5 for SSA followed by nonlinear dynamic analysis.

b. Closed-loop control:

Enter 1 to include closed-loop control.
Enter 0 to neglect closed-loop control.

Note: Closed-loop control is for analysis options 2 and 5, only.

c. Restart Option:

Enter 1 to activate the restart option.
Enter 0 to suppress the restart option.

d. Units:

Enter 1 for the English system of units.

Enter 2 for the MKS system of units.

e. Normal drag forces:

Enter 1 to include these forces.
Enter 0 to neglect these forces.

f. Tangential drag forces:

Enter 1 to include these forces.
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Enter 0 to neglect these forces.

g. Cable drag/lift formulation:

Enter 0 to use velocity-dependent normal and tangential drag
coefficients (default method). Then, on the next line, enter the
surface roughness factor.

Enter 1 to use loading functions for normal, tangential, and side
(lift) forces, then enter the following data:

i) Enter the number of loading function sets.
ii) For each set enter the following three lines of data:

(1) Values of AO, A,,, B,, A, and B2

(2) Values of A,,, A,,, B,,, A,, and B,2

(3) Values of A0, A, 1, B31, A, 2, and B,2

h. Added mass forces: (functional for vehicles and spheres)

Enter I to include these forces.
Enter 0 to neglect these forces.

i. Buoyancy forces:

Enter 1 to include these forces.
Enter 0 to neglect these forces.

j. Gravitational forces:

Enter 1 to include these forces.
Enter C to neglect these forces.

k. Point loads on the cable:

Enter 1 to include these forces.
Enter 0 to neglect these forces.

Viscosities and fluid mass densities:

Enter 0 to use the default values.
Enter 1 to use substitute values. Next, enter four additional
data lines:

(1) Viscosity of the first fluid
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(2) Mass density of the first fluid
(3) Viscosity of the second fluid
(4) Mass density of the second fluid

m. Fluid velocities:

Enter 0 for zero fluid velocities.
Enter 1 for constant fluid velocities. Then, on the next two
lines, enter the inertial X, Y, and Z components of the
velocitiesof the fluids.

n. Fluid interface level:

Enter 0 for a zero interface level.
Enter 1 for a nonzero interface level. Then enter the vertical
distance on the next line.

3. NUMBER OF LINKS: Enter the total number of links in the cable system.

4. INDIVIDUAL LINK DATA For each link, enter the following data:

a. Body number.

b. Link label: Up to 10 characters (AlO format).

c. Link reference point label: Up to 10 characters (in A10 format).

d. Body number of adjacent lower numbered link.

e. Link dry weight density per unit length. (lb/ft or N/m)

f. Link buoyant force (in Fluid 2) per unit length. (lb/ft or N/m)

g. Link length. (ft or m)

h. Link diameter. (in or cm)

i. Point Load: If point loads are to be included, enter the inertial
X, Y, and Z components of the point load. (lb or N)

j. For analysis options 1 and 4, enter the following:

1) Steady-state configuration of the link: Enter the two steady
state orientation angles (these are estimates for analysis type
4). (deg)

2) Initial deviation from steady-state configuration: Enter the
deviations of the two orientation angles. (deg)
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3) Initial deviation of the link motion from zero: Enter the
first derivatives of the deviations of the two orientation
angles. (deg/sec)

4) Increment of the link configuration: Enter the increments of
the two orientation angles used for calculating the linear
equations of motion. (deg)

5) Increment of the link motion: Enter the increments of the
derivatives of the two link orientation angles used for
calculation of the linear equations of motion. (deg/sec)

k. For analysis option 2 without closed-loop control, enter the
following lines of data:

1) Initial configuration of the link: Enter the two orientation
angles. (deg)

2) Initial motion of the link: Enter the derivatives of the two
orientation angles. (deg/sec)

1. For analysis option 2 with closed-loop control, enter the
following lines of data:

1) Steady-state configuration of the link: Enter the two
steady-state orientation angles. (deg/sec)

2) Initial deviation of steady-state configuration: Enter the
deviations of the two steady-state orientation angles.
(deg/sec)

3) Initial deviation of the link motion from zero: Enter the
first derivatives of the deviations of the two orientation
angles. (deg/sec)

m. For analysis option 3, enter the initial estimates of the two
steady-state orientation angles of the link. (deg)

n. For analysis option 5, enter the following lines of data:

1) Steady-state configuration of the link: Enter the initial
estimates of the steady-state orientation angles. (deg)

2) Initial deviation of steady-state configuration: Enter the
deviations of the two steady-state orientation angles from their
steady-state values. (deg)

3) Initial deviation of the link motion from zero: Enter the
derivatives of the deviations of the two orientation angles.
(deg/sec)
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o. Loading function and coefficients: If Icading functions are
to be used, enter the set number, the normal drag coefficient, and
the side (lift) coefficient for the link.

5. NUMBER OF TOWED SPHERES: Enter the total number of spheres.

6. INDIVIDUAL TOWED SPHERE DATA: For each towed sphere, enter the
following data:

a. Body number.

b. Towed sphere label: Up to 10 characters (A 10 format).

c. Body number of adjacent lower numbered link.

d. Towed sphere dry weight. (lb or N)

e. Towed sphere diameter. (in or cm)

7. NUMBER OF TOWED VEHICLES: Enter the total number of towed vehicles.

8. INDIVIDUAL TOWED VEHICLE DATA: For each towed vehicle, enter the
following data:

a. Body number.

b. Towed body label: Up to 15 characters (A15 format).

c. Towed body reference point label: Up to 15 characters (A15 format).

d. Body number of adjacent lower numbered link.

e. Towed body dry weight. (lb or N)

f. Towed body axial length. (ft or m)

g. Towed body volume. (ft3 or m 3 )

h. Towed body moments of inertia: I,, Iyn, I,. (slug-ft2 or N-m 2)

i. Towed body products of inertia: 1I , I, 1y. (slug-ft2 or N-m 2)

j. Towed body mass center position vector: Enter the vehicle-fixed
X, Y, and Z components of the position vector of the vehicle's mass
center relative to cable attachment point. (ft or m)

k. Towed body buoyancy center position vector: Enter the vehicle-
fixed X, Y, and Z components of the position vector of the vehicle's
buoyancy center relative to its mass center. (ft or m)
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1. Towed body hydrodynamic center position vector: Enter the
vehicle-fixed X, Y, and Z components of the position vector of the
vehicle's hydrodynamic center relative to its mass center. (ft or m)

m. For analysis options 1 and 4, enter the following lines of data:

1) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: Enter the three
steady-state orientation angles (estimates for option 4). (deg)

2) Steady-state control surface angles: Enter the four
steady-state angles of the control surfaces A and B, the rudder,
and the sternplane. (deg)

3) Initial deviation from the steady-state configuration:
Enter the deviations of the three vehicle orientation angles from
their steady-state values. (deg)

4) Initial deviation of the link motion from zero: Enter the
derivatives of the deviations of the three vehicle orientation
angles. (deg/sec)

5) Increment of the vehicle configuration: Enter the
increments of the three vehicle orientation angles used for
calculating the linear equations of motion. (deg)

6) Increment of the vehicle motion: Enter the increments of
the derivatives of the three vehicle orientation angles used for
calculating the linear equations of motion. (deg/sec)

7) Increment of control surface angles: Enter the increments
of the derivatives of the four vehicle control surface angles
used for calculating the linear equations of motion. (deg)

n. For an analysis option 2 without closed-loop control, enter the
following lines of data:

1) Initial configuration of the vehicle: Enter the initial
values of the three orientation angles. (deg)

2) Initial motion of the vehicle: Enter the initial values of
the first derivatives of the three orientation angles. (deg/sec)

3) Initial control surface angles: Enter the initial values of
the angles of the four control surfaces A and B, the rudder, and
the sternplane of the vehicle. (deg)

o. For an analysis option 2 with closed-loop control, enter the
following lines of data:
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1) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: Enter the three
steady-state orientation angles. (deg)

2) Steady-state control surface angles: Enter the steady-state
values of the angles of the four control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane. (deg)

3) Initial deviation from the steady-state configuration:
Enter the deviations of the three orientation angles from their
steady-state values. (deg)

4) Initial deviation of the vehicle motion from zero: Enter
the derivatives of the deviations of the three orientation
angles. (deg/sec)

p. For an analysis option 3, enter the following lines of data:

1) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: Enter initial
estimates of the three steady-state orientation angles. (deg)

2) Steady-state control surface angles: Enter the steady-state
values of the angles of the four control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane of the vehicle. (deg)

q. For an analysis option 5, enter the following lines of data:

1) Steady-state configuration of the vehicle: Enter initial
estimates of the three steady-state orientation angles. (deg)

2) Steady-state control surface angles: Enter the steady-state
values of the angles of the four control surfaces A and B, the
rudder, and the sternplane. (deg)

3) Initial deviation from the steady-state configuration:
Enter the deviations of the three orientation angles from their
steady-state values. (deg)

4) Initial deviation of the vehicle motion from zero: Enter
the derivatives of the deviations of the three orientation
angles. (deg/sec)

r. Vehicle closed-loop control: If the closed-loop control option
is specified, the user must indicate whether or not the vehicle is to
use a control law. If the closed-loop control option is not
specified, skip this input.
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Enter 1 if the towed vehicle contains active control surfaces
piloted by a closed-loop control law. Enter 0 if no closed-loop
control law is to be used for this vehicle. If a closed-loop
control law is to be used, enter the following additional lines
of data to define the form of the control law:

i) Number of active control surfaces

ii) Active control surfaces identifications: For each
active control surface, enter its identifying integer:

1-bowplane A
2-bowplane B
3-rudder
4-sternplane

iii) Actuator Switches: On a single line, enter I or 0 for
each active control surface indicating whether an actuator
will be used (1) or not (0).

iv) Actuator Characteristics: For each act: re control
surface that is to use an actuator model, enter the
following three lines of data:

Line 1: Natural frequency (Hz.) and damping ratio.
Line 2: Minimum and maximum operating angles and

mechanical backlash (deg).
Line 3: Minimum and maximum operating rates (deg/sec).

v) Number of towed body state variables

vi) State variable identifiers: For each state variable,
enter its identifying integer:

1-yaw angle
2-pitch angle
3-roll angle
4-yaw rate
5-pitch rate
6-roll rate
7-depth
8-depth rate

vii) Noise Switches: On a single line, enter 1 or 0 for
each state variable indicating whether noise will be added
to that variable (1) or not (0).
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viii) Noise Characteristics: For each state variable that is
to have noise added, enter one line of data containing the
standard deviation of the noise (units same as state
variable) and its cut-off frequency (Hz.).

ix) Number of nonzero commanded deviation inputs

x) For each commanded input, enter the following lines of
data:

1) Commanded input and specification mode identifiers:

Commanded Input Specification Mode

1-yaw angle 1-precoded function
2-pitch angle 2-profile of data points
3-roll angle
4-depth

2) If precoded function is specified, enter constants f0, A, b,

p, and 0. If profile of data points is specified, first enter the
number of data points, then enter the data point pairs,
each on single line. Each data point pair consists of
a time value and the value of the commanded input at
that time. Linear interpolation is used between the
data values. (Angles in degrees; depth in ft or m)

s. Hydrodynamic coefficients for the towed body: Enter the 56 lines
of hydrodynamic coefficients as follows:

Line 1: X'i X'/ X'4
Line 2: X'/ X'V X'_
Line 3: X',P X, X'Vu
Line 4: X'/W X, .
Line 5: X? VP X. q X V

Line 6: X',,
Line 7: X. WP Xwq X wr

Line 8: X'fPP Xpq X? 'F
Line 9: X 'qq X qr Xrr

Line 10: X',6 X'UW8' X'

Line 11: X',, X'wq8, XI qq5,
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Line 12: Xf -q, Xf qq6,

Line 13: Xfuu,6 X'88 X/ u6,8

Line 14: X',,8 X'wq8 6S, x qq6,6

Line 15: Y,~ Y'f Y'.
Line 16: Y',, Y/'p Ytu
Line 17: Y' v .-W

Line 18: Y'pq y'fqr

Line 19: Y',,a, y fq Y'fqq5

Line 20: Z'i, z', Z' 4
Line 21: Z',,, ZI1U, Zl'w
Line 22: Z'u~ p Z'Imq Z
Line 23: Z'~, t
Line 24. Z' VP Z Iy t

Line 25: Z'ww
Line 26: Z'~ WP Z'wq Z'fwr

Line 27: Z',,, Z'fpq Z.'pr

Line 28: Z'qq Z'?qr Zr

Line 29: Z'UUIS z' fu , z / qb

Line 30: Z'"W5 5  Ztwqa Z'qq5,

Line 31: Z'u,8 Z'"~ UW1, Z 68

Line 32: Z'.,8 ls Z'wqbB, Z'qq,8,

Line 33: K'l K116 K'?
Line 34: K',,, K'upK,,
Line 35: K' v K 'p 'w
Line 36: K',.q K'qr

Line 37: K'.8, Vk' , Kqq 8,

Line 38: M'j, m'1 M 4

Line 39: M',,, M'~ lv M'u
Line 40: M'p m "I M' f',
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Line 4 1: M' , M't

Line 42: M'VP m/v M'vq

Line 43: M'ww
Line 44: M'WP M'wq M'w,

Line 45: M'pp M' pq M'Ipr

Line 46: M'qq M'q, l',,

Line 47: M',. 8, M'.,~ M'"q

Line 48: M W6 M'wq , M'qq6,

Line 49: Ml'iw 88 W 1 -0,
8, Alqbb

Line 50: Al', 68 , M'.-68 , M , 8

Line 5 1: M'.,wba, 41 'q8,8A Al/qqb,b,

Line 52: N', N' N'%

Line 53: N'. N'up N'u

Line 54: N',, N',.p N',,,

Line 55: N'pq N'qr

Line 56: N'8 N'uq~jr Nqq6,
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9. CONTROL GAIN MATRICES: For analysis type 2 with closed-loop control,
enter the control gain matrices:

a. Feedback control gain matrix: Enter one row of the feedback gain
matrix on each data line.

b. Feedforward control gain matrix: Enter one row of the
feedforward gain matrix on each data line.

If these values multiply an angular deviation, they are unitless; if they
multiply an angular rate deviation, they have the units of seconds (s); if
they mu!.iply a depth deviation, they have the units of ftW; and, if they
multiply a depth rate deviation, they have the units of s/ft.

10. MOTION OF THE MEAN SHIP FRAME AND SYSTEM REFERENCE POINT:

a. For analysis options I and 4 enter the following lines of data:

1) Steady-state mean ship frame motion: Enter the steady-state
ship speed and turning rate. (ft/sec or m/sec; deg/sec)

2) Steady-state system reference point position: Enter the
forward, starboard, and downward coordinates of the steady-
state position vector of the system reference point relative to
the mean ship frame. (ft or m)

3) For analysis option 4 only, enter the maximum number of
system iterations (minimum of 6) and the maximum system error
allowed for the calculation of the steady-state configuration
of the system.

4) System tow point as external input: Enter I to include the
tow point motion as an external input; enter 0 not to include
this option. If this option is to be included, enter the
following lines of input:

Line 1: Enter the increments in the forward, starboard,
and downward displacements of the system reference point
relative to the mean ship frame use for calculating the
linear equations of motion. (ft or m)

Line 2: Enter the increments in the derivatives of the
forward, starboard, and downward displacements of the system
reference point relative to the mean ship frame used for
calculating the linear equations of motion. (ft/sec or m/sec)

Line 3: Enter the increments in the second derivatives
forward, starboard, and downward displacements of the
system reference point relative to the mean ship frame used
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for calculating the linear equations of motion. (ftisec2 or m/sec 2)

b. For analysis options 3 and 5, enter steady-state data on three
lines:

Line 1: Steady-state ship speed and turning rate.
(ft/sec or rr/sec; deg/sec)

Line 2: Steady-state forward, starboard, and downward
displacements of the system reference point Q relative
to the mean ship frame. (ft or m)

Line 3: Maximum number of system iterations and error allowed
for calculation of steady-state configuration of the
system.

c. For analysis options 2 and 5, enter data only for the non-zero
variables among the following:

Identifying Variable
Integer

1 Forward displacement of system reference
point Q relative to the mean ship frame (ft or m)

2 Starboard displacement of system reference
point Q relative to the mean ship frame (ft or m)

3 Downward (vertical) displacement of system
reference point Q relative to the mean ship
frame (ft or m)

4 Forward speed of the mean ship frame (ft/sec or m/sec)

5 Turning angle of the mean ship frame relative
to the inertial frame (positive for a star-
board turn) (deg)

To do this, enter the following data:

1) Enter the number of variables with non-zero values.

2) For each non-zero variable:

i) Enter its identifying integer; then enter: 1 for a pre-
coded function; 2 for an acceleration profile.

ii) If a precoded function is selected, enter the necessary
constants.
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For variables 1-3, enter f0 , A, b, p, 0, and in.

For variables 4 and 5, enter f0, A, b, p, and ¢.

iii) If an acceleration profile is selected, enter the
number of data points in the profile on the first line.
Next, enter a set of data lines, one for each of the data
pairs. The first line of this set contains the: 1) initial
time; 2) initial acceleration; 3) initial velocity; and 4)
initial displacement value. Each subsequent line contains
the; 1) time; and 2) corresponding acceleration value.
Note that the acceleration represents the second derivative
of variables 1-3 and 5 and the first derivative of variable
4; all of these are acceleration values.

11. INTEGRATION OPTION AND PARAMETERS:

a. Integration option:

Enter 1 for the fixed-step Rung,. -Kutta integrator.
Enter 2 for the fixed-step predictor-corrector integrator.

b. Integration parameters: Enter the: 1) starting time; 2) ending
time; and 3) time increment. All input in seconds.

12. CONTROL LAW SAMPLING TIME:

If the closed-loop control option has been selected, enter the time
increment at which the control law is to be sampled. For best
operation of DYNTOCABS, this number should be an integer multiple of
the integration step size. (seconds)

13. OUTPUT OPTIONS:

a. Enter print time increment. (seconds)

b. Output option:

Enter 0 to print all data

Enter 1 to print all except the second derivatives of the
orientation aigles of the cable links and the accelerations of
the reference points of the cable links and towed vehicles.

Enter 2 to print as in option I except first derivatives of the
orientation angles of the cable links and the velocities of the
reference points of the cable links and towed vehicles.

Enter 3 to print as in option 2 except for the orientation angles
of and the tensions in the cable links.
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Enter 4 to print as in option 3 except for the positions of the
reference points and towed vehicles.

c. Enter the number of integration steps between each set of output
written to the plot file.
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APPENDIX B

HYDRODYNAMIC LOADS ON TOWED VEHICLES

This appendix gives the form of the hydrodynamic loads on towed vehicles as calculated in
the present version of DYNTOCABS. In these equations, note that: 1) p represents the mass
density of the fluid; 2) 1 represents the axial length of the vehicle; 3) u, v, and w represent the
axial, lateral, and normal components of the velocity of the vehicle; 4) p, q, and r represent the
axial, lateral, and normal components of the angular velocity of the vehicle; 5) 8, and 8,

represent the angular deflections of the rudder and stemplane in radians; and 6) the X', Y', Z',
K', M', and N' coefficients with the appropriate subscripts represent the user-supplied
hydrodynamic coefficients.

Axial Force:

Fa = 212 {X,, u2 + X'uv + X',uw + X' v2 + X',viw +

X' w2 + X'.,1u2 , + X'.5uw8.' + X' w 28, +

xtu', u2 + X'f, 8,u 282 + x' 8,2uw6 + X,'. 88w2 8,} +

P 1i {X'ua + x'sw +
2

X',,Pup + X',uq + X' ,ur + X',,vp + X' vq +

X' .vr + X',pwp + X'wqwq + X'.,wr + X' ,uq8, +

X'q Wq 6 , + X' qsrsruq6, + X'.suq8,2 + X, ,,wq 8} +

P14 {r + X pp2  + X'pqpq + X'Ppr + X' qqq 2 + X'q,qr +
x,, 2 • 28 , , 28'2+X, 22

+ X'qq5q 2 6, + X'qqb,6,q2  + X'qqs,q 2 ,}
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Lateral Force:

- 212 ~ry'.,uv + y'.a U 2 8r}

R13 {Y% + Y',,,up + Y',4,ur + Y',qvq + Yp+ Y'q 8 uq~r} +
2

p 1 4 {Y' ,f + Y',r + Y'Pqpq + Y'qrqr + Y'qqsq 2 
5r

2

Normal Force:

-.,U = 12 {Z, "uU2 + Z' ,UV + Z'.UW + Z'Iy 2 +
2

Z'.Vw + +,,w + Z '., 2S+zf,8uw 8 +

zfsw6,+ .j ,,224_ Z' SUW 6, + Z',, '2S +

p1 P Z'u + Z'.i i' +
2W

ZI'P up + Z'.quq + Z'Uur + Z',Pvp + Z',,vq +

Z',vr + Z', wp + Z'wqwq + Z'.,wr + Z'.,,uq8, +

Z'wq 8
5  + Z'w88suq6 + Zq683q~ +

p( 14{zq + Z, p 2  + Z,'pq pq + Z'P,pr + Z'qqq 2 + Z' qrqr+

Z' 7r 2 + Z'qq8q 28,}
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Roll Moment:

213 K'.,uv + KP',U28,1} +

p 14 {K' + K'.Pup + K'"iur + K',qvq + K'Wp wp +
2

K",,,wr + K'.,8 uq8,,} +

Pl {K'Op + K',r + K'pqpq + K'qrqr + K' q 2
8,1

Pitch Moment:

-ptc 21 {M'.U 2 + M'Uuv + M'.WUW + MV2+ M, 'vw +

2

MkU +/ W2 ~ + M, U 4,U2 + M W6vp5 + M ',,8 vq5 +

M'r + M ,.,Swp + M'wqwq + M' 8wr + M.8S22 +

M'wqwqp + M'j quq + ~u + ,v + M',,qw 6 +

p 1 IM,~ + M, p 2 + M, ,pq + M'prpr + M' qq q2 + M'qrqr +

M'7 r 2 + M'q8 q 2 83 + M'q252 + M
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Yaw Moment:

- 21' 4N'.uv + N'.. u2&, +
2

p 14 {N',' + N',p + N'.,ur + AT,,7vq + N' Pvvp+
2

N',rwr + N'qu~l+

P 4N'0, + Wi~t + N'pqpq + N' 7rqr + N'qq5,q2 6y
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